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Handmade with the heart and soul of India



Padukas is a women's workshop 
which trains and employs  local tribal

women of India to design, sew and hand
stitch quality handicrafts.



Padukas gives its artisans an opportunity to express 
their own creativity, there by, growing in self esteem.
When one of their own handicrafts sells, they gain in

confidence about their artistic ability.



Indian fabric scraps discarded by the fashion Industry 
are collected, segregated, combined and hand stitched
into beautiful objects of art by our 50+ seamstresses.

Our immediate goal is to employ 50 more tribal women
and make them economically Independent.



We color code the upcycled scraps and chose the best
fabrics for each art piece. A team of women decide the

design, technique and colour and then, stitch it together
into an final art piece. 

 

Patchwork stitching



Yoyo stitching 
Yoyos are made of circles of fabric sewn together to
make what is called flowers or yoyos. Hundreds of

yoyos are sewn together in various patterns to create
quilts, toys, and clothing.



Embroidered Beads 
made of Upcycled Indian Fabrics and stuffed with

polyfiber fill. A needle can pass through the center,
stringing them together as you like. Our workshop uses

the same beads to make its jewelery.  



Warli Painting
Warli Painting is a traditional art form practiced even today in

the tribal belts of Maharashtra. Padukas artisans are from
this Warli tribe and use this fascinating art form to make

exquisite art: such as jewellery, paintings, and quilts.



Every Padukas product is handmade
with love, passion and care!



Unique 



Artsy



Sustainable



Handcrafted 



Variety



Exquisite 



Well Crafted



Natural



Vibrant



Authentic 



Detailed



Playful



Customized



Extraordinary



Handy



Darling



One of a Kind
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